To bus stop 8004 on Baseline Rd at Broadview Rd and 8000 Bethel Transit Terminal

To bus stop 8005 on Baseline Rd at Broadmoor Blvd and 8000 Bethel Transit Terminal

Princess Elizabeth Ave
Kingsway Ave
106 St
109 St
104 Ave
100 St
107 St
Anthony Henday Dr

LRT Route & Stations
- LRT
- LRT Station
A Health Sciences
B University
C Government Centre
D Corona
E Bay / Enterprise
F Central
G Churchill
H MacEwan
I Kingsway / RAH
J NAIT

Commuter Routes
- 411 Bethel | Edmonton City Centre
- 413 Bethel | Government Centre
- 413 Bethel | NAIT
- 414 Bethel | University of Alberta
- 401 Ordze | Edmonton City Centre
- 403 Ordze | Government Centre
- 404 Ordze | University of Alberta